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Following the release of their international best-seller, Exo-Vaticana, Thomas Horn and Cris Putnam

were inundated with requests from around the world to be interviewed on radio, television, and in

print media. What they discovered sent shockwaves through Christianity concerning the Vatican s

advanced telescope, which sits on top of Mt. Graham in Arizona (USA) where the Jesuits admit they

are monitoring something approaching the earth. After the author s initial report was published in

Exo-Vaticana, the pope s top astronomer took to the airwaves and on the Vatican Observatory

website to try and explain the role that he and other church astronomers are playing with regards to

emerging ET Friendly theology, their association with the LUCIFER device at Mt. Graham, and their

developing doctrines concerning extraterrestrial life and the impact it may have on planet Earth s

religions; Christianity in particular.Now, armed with fresh information from the native peoples (that

failed before a federal appeals court to stop the construction of the Vatican s observatory on one of

their four holiest mountains), the authors set out with cameras and field investigators to unearth their

most astonishing discovery yet. The mountain is said to be a portal, a gateway to another

dimension. And, as the Vatican knows and the authors uncovered, it is not the only one.NOW, FOR

THE FIRST TIME, ON THE PATH OF THE IMMORTALS REVEALS...*Unveiled! What Mt. Graham

really is, and why NASA and the Vatican are there*Disclosed! What the Bible says about gateways

and the beings that wait behind them*Discovered! Scientific evidence of, and signals from, life

beneath the surface of the earth*Found! The ancient stargates and their association with vortex

manifestations*Revealed! The role of CERN s Large Hadron Collider and its search for a

portal*Uncovered! Gobekli tepe, Baalbek, and the secrets of the coming immortals*Deciphered! The

worldwide grid that ties them all together*Exposed! The occult s countdown calendar for the return

of their gods *Unearthed! Giants, cryptids, and their mysterious connection with gates In On the

Path of the Immortals, internationally acclaimed, investigative authors Thomas Horn and Cris

Putnam continue the greatest investigation of our time by exposing the facts kept hidden from the

public by elitists and intellectuals who are planning mankind s assimilation under a coming savior,

one whom the prophet Daniel foresaw as an alien god.
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This third instalment from Tom Horn and Chris Putnam takes us on a magical mystery tour through

archaeology, astronomy, mythology, physics, politics and religion - and that's just the first

chapter.The theme of this book is portals or gateways and the things and beings that come through

them. Every ancient human culture has creation myths including stories of giants and monsters; of

gods and demons that came from "out there" to cause havoc or to protect humanity from these

monsters. Ancient petroglyphs depict tiny people running away from giants with 6 fingers and 6

toes. Archaeologists around the world continue to uncover strange cities carved into almost

inaccessible cliffs or hidden underground. Entire populations seem to have disappeared suddenly

from their settlements - sometimes leaving their possessions behind.The authors contend that these

ancient myths are literally true: that giants and monsters indeed arrived here, many thousands of

years ago, through various gateways. When they got here they set about corrupting all of creation:

hunting humans for food; engaging in genetic manipulation of animals; teaching humans magic and

war. Ancient myths tell us that these monsters were contained by the worldwide flood in Noah's day,

but returned after that. Indigenous American and other cultures predict that these beings will return

to the earth to cause havoc before the end of time. From the Middle East we hear reports that US

troops invading Iraq headed directly for the Baghdad Museum and removed items from it within

hours and well before the publicised looting by locals. What could that mean? What ancient

artefacts were the Americans after, and why did they want them?On the Path of the Immortals is

packed with detail.

As usual, this book by Thomas Horn and Chris Putnam which purposes to convince the public that

the Roman Catholic Church and the USA are rooted in and driven by Masonic occultism in league

with UFO entities who are synonymous with the fallen angels of Genesis (whom the authors are



calling â€œthe Immortalsâ€• and are identifying with the giants and â€œheroes of oldâ€• mentioned in

canonic and non-canonic Holy Scripture as well as in ancient mythic literature of the Eastern and

Western worlds) is, like their other books along these same lines, full of fascinating, recondite and

occult information that I think most readers would find informative, exciting, and thought-provoking.

The focus here is chiefly on â€œportalsâ€• and the probable â€œgatewaysâ€• in various parts of the

world where spirits of the Immortals have been accustomed to come and go between differing

planes of existence. The authors provide a long discussion about recent scientific thought that

posits the reality, according to â€œstringâ€• theory, of planes of existence, and how â€œblack

holesâ€• may very well be portals of entrance and exit between â€œrealms.â€• As I understand what

they say, the expensive CERN project is partly an attempt to scientifically create a â€œportalâ€• that

allows the coming in and going out of â€œImmortalsâ€• in our earth realm. (But they donâ€™t berate

CERN as much as they berate the Catholics with their telescope on Mt. Graham---which Iâ€™ve

heared was not named LUCIFER by the Catholics, after all---where astronomers watch for

evidences of UFOs and ETs and some mysterious something which is approaching the earth! What

is it? What is it like? If, as Mr.
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